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Preferential loss of dorsal-hippocampus synapses underlies
memory impairments provoked by short, multimodal
stress
PM Maras1, J Molet2,5, Y Chen1,5, C Rice2, SG Ji3, A Solodkin2,4 and TZ Baram1,2,4

The cognitive effects of stress are profound, yet it is unknown if the consequences of concurrent multiple stresses on learning and
memory differ from those of a single stress of equal intensity and duration. We compared the effects on hippocampus-dependent
memory of concurrent, hours-long light, loud noise, jostling and restraint (multimodal stress) with those of restraint or of loud noise
alone. We then examined if differences in memory impairment following these two stress types might derive from their differential
impact on hippocampal synapses, distinguishing dorsal and ventral hippocampus. Mice exposed to hours-long restraint or loud
noise were modestly or minimally impaired in novel object recognition, whereas similar-duration multimodal stress provoked
severe deficits. Differences in memory were not explained by differences in plasma corticosterone levels or numbers of Fos-labeled
neurons in stress-sensitive hypothalamic neurons. However, although synapses in hippocampal CA3 were impacted by both
restraint and multimodal stress, multimodal stress alone reduced synapse numbers severely in dorsal CA1, a region crucial for
hippocampus-dependent memory. Ventral CA1 synapses were not significantly affected by either stress modality. Probing the basis
of the preferential loss of dorsal synapses after multimodal stress, we found differential patterns of neuronal activation by the two
stress types. Cross-correlation matrices, reflecting functional connectivity among activated regions, demonstrated that multimodal
stress reduced hippocampal correlations with septum and thalamus and increased correlations with amygdala and BST. Thus,
despite similar effects on plasma corticosterone and on hypothalamic stress-sensitive cells, multimodal and restraint stress differ in
their activation of brain networks and in their impact on hippocampal synapses. Both of these processes might contribute to
amplified memory impairments following short, multimodal stress.
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INTRODUCTION
Stress is common and unavoidable, and exposure to stress of
various forms can significantly alter brain function and promote
cognitive and emotional disorders.1–3 Effects of stress on
cognition are complex and depend on factors including the
nature, duration and timing of stress, and the specific cognitive
task employed.4–6 The hippocampus contributes greatly to
memory,7,8 and it has been increasingly recognized that proces-
sing of sensory signals into memories in rodents involves dorsal
hippocampus networks.9,10 In contrast, ventral hippocampus is
endowed with distinct afferent/efferent connections9,11 including
robust pathways to amygdala,12,13 which may enhance the
emotional salience of memories.9,14 Stress and stress hormones
influence dorsal and ventral hippocampus differentially: chronic
stress attenuates long-term potentiation in dorsal, but not ventral
CA1, suggesting that discrete mechanisms exist for the effects of
stress mediators on dorsoventral components of the hippocampal
formation.15

The effects of stress on memory have received intense investi-
gation, showing that the duration of stress, for example, acute vs
chronic, crucially influences its effect on memory function.16–21

However, the potential importance of the complexity of stress has
not been clarified. Regarding chronic stress, habituation occurs to
a single stress, and sequential different stresses are required to
maintain stress responses.22,23 In the context of hours-long stress,
it is unclear if the effects of combined or multimodal stress on
learning and memory differ from those of a discrete stress,
independent of stress severity. This is important, because modern-
life stress often involves multiple concurrent psychological, social
and physical stresses. Here, we tested the hypothesis that a
relatively short (hours) multimodal stress has more profound
impact on memory compared with a unimodal stress of equal
duration and severity. We further queried if multimodal and
unimodal stresses influenced dorsal and ventral hippocampus
differentially. Using novel object recognition which involves
hippocampal and parahippocampal structures,24 we found that
memory problems of mice exposed to multimodal stress were
significantly greater than those of mice exposed to restraint alone,
although hormonal and hypothalamic stress responses did not
differ following each stress. Analyses of hippocampal dendritic
spines suggested that the greater memory impairment might
reflect greater loss of synapses in dorsal CA1, a hippocampal
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region crucially important for long-term memory,25 with relative
preservation of ventral synapses. Further, brain structures and
networks were differentially activated by the qualitatively
different forms of stress, with augmented connectivity of
ventral-hippocampus-amygdala circuits after multimodal stress.
Together, these data suggest that multimodal stress adversely
impacts dorsal versus ventral hippocampal circuits, with distinct
consequences for memory function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A complete description is found in the Supplementary Information.

Animals
Three-month-old C57BL/6J male mice were used. Animals were group-
housed in a quiet, uncrowded facility on a 12 h light/dark cycle, with ad
libitum access to lab chow and water. In addition, to examine if
postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95) was a reasonable marker for
mature synapses, 3-month-old yellow fluorescent protein-expressing mice
(n=3, Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) were used to visualize the
localization of PSD-95-ir puncta on dendritic spines of hippocampal
pyramidal cells. Experiments were performed in accordance with the NIH
guidelines on laboratory animal welfare and approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.

Stress paradigms
Mice were assigned to one of several experimental groups: unimodal
(restraint only), multimodal or stress-free control. For restraint stress, mice
were placed in a restrainer fashioned from a 50ml plastic tube in an
empty, clean cage. For multimodal stress, mice were restrained and placed
five per cage (social stress) on a laboratory shaker and jostled in a brightly
lit room bathed in loud rap music. Both restraint-only and multimodal
stress conditions lasted for 1, 2 or 5 h. For additional behavioral
comparisons, another group of mice (n= 5) was exposed to the loud
music (noise) alone for 5 h. These mice were transported to the lab, but
remained in their home cage under dim lights. Following the stress, mice
were returned to their home cages (learning and memory experiments),
killed by decapitation for plasma corticosterone levels, or anesthetized for
perfusion.

Learning/memory testing
Restraint, noise (n= 5), multimodal or control mice (n= 8 per group) were
tested in a novel object recognition task 90min after the termination of
the stress as described previously.26 A 90-minute delay period was chosen
because previous studies demonstrated that it sufficed for stressed mice to
recover, enabling them to explore the two objects for the same duration as
non-stressed cohorts.26 Objects were counterbalanced across groups, and
all objects were cleaned with ethanol between trials. Six hours after
training, mice were exposed to one of the previously encountered objects
and a novel object and allowed to explore for 5 min. Both training and
testing phases were video-recorded and scored blindly without the
knowledge of stress condition. Recognition memory of the familiar object
was assessed using a discrimination index (DI).27

As measures of anxiety following stress, we analyzed exploration times
as well as several locomotion parameters in a large open field apparatus
(dimensions: 30 × 23× 21.5 cm). To consider the potential confounding
effects of anxiety on learning, the assessment was performed during the
training phase of the novel object recognition test. A computerized video
tracking system (Noldus Ethovision) was used to calculate the total
distance traveled, as well as the time spent in, and frequency of entries
into, the inner ‘anxiogenic’ regions of the apparatus.

Quantification of hippocampal synapses
A separate cohort of restraint stress, multimodal stress and control mice
(n=5–9 mice per group) were used to assess the effects of each stress on
the number of hippocampal synapses. The postsynaptic density 95 protein
(PSD-95), which is localized primarily to dendritic spine heads, was used as
a reliable marker for mature synapses.28–30 Mice were perfused immedi-
ately after the stress, and brains were postfixed and processed for
immunohistochemistry as described in previous studies.31 Briefly, brains
were sectioned coronally (for dorsal hippocampus) or horizontally into 20

μm thick slices. Immunohistochemistry was performed on free-floating
sections and mouse anti-PSD-95 antibody (1:2000; Affinity BioReagents,
Golden, CO, USA) was used. Antibody binding was visualized with anti-
mouse IgG conjugated to Alexa Fluor 568 (1:200, Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR, USA). The restraint experiments and the multimodal stress
experiments were run separately and each included a control group.
Sections from each stress group and its control group were run
concurrently in the same conditions, and analyzed without knowledge of
treatment group (blindly). Deconvolution analysis was performed on wide-
field three-dimensional images as described previously.26,31,32

Radioimmunoassay
Plasma corticosterone levels were measured in a subset of mice at one
(n=3 per group) or five hours (n=4 per group) from stress onset,
compared with stress-free controls (n= 9), using a commercial kit.33 Assay
sensitivity was 0.16 μg dl− 1, and all samples were run in a single assay.

Neuronal activation
A separate cohort of restraint and multimodal stress mice (n= 5 per group)
were anesthetized after termination of the 5-hour stress (or under stress-
free conditions, n= 5) and perfused for Fos analyses. To obviate the
possibility that the 5-hour time-point was not representative of patterns of
Fos expression during earlier time points, additional cohorts of mice were
perfused following 2 h of restraint or multimodal stress. Immunohisto-
chemistry was carried out and sections from all experimental groups were
run concurrently.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0 and GraphPad Prism
5.0 software. For DI values, anxiety measures, corticosterone, PSD-95-ir, and
Fos-ir cells, separate one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were
performed, followed by Bonferroni post hoc comparisons. To study the
linear relationship of Fos-activation among 12 selected brain regions, we
calculated pair-wise Pearson correlation coefficients (r) separately for each
stress group, correlating numbers of Fos-ir cells within each region to
other regions. To identify significant differences in the strengths of
these correlations, Fisher r to z transformations were used to directly
compare r-coefficients between restraint and multimodal stress conditions.
Mean DIs for each group were compared with chance levels using one-
sample t-tests.

RESULTS
Multimodal stress affects learning and memory to a greater
degree than a unimodal stress
To study if the complexity of stress influences brain function, we
developed a model of multimodal stress.26,34 Mice were subjected
to concurrent psychological and physical stresses including
restraint, jostling, bright light and unpredictable loud noise (rap
music) for several hours (Figure 1a).35 The effects of this
multimodal stress on memory were compared with those of a
typical restraint paradigm or of rap music, of equal duration (five
hours). We compared learning and memory of groups of mice
subjected to either of these paradigms with memory of unstressed
controls using a novel object recognition task.24,26 This task, which
involves both hippocampal and cortical circuits,24,36,37 is advanta-
geous because it requires little training, is not stressful in itself,
and can be assessed in a relatively short time frame.38 Although
restraint stress led to modest impairment in this task (Figure 1b),
and the loud noise stress had no appreciable effect
(Supplementary Figure 1a), the multimodal stress resulted in
significantly worse memory of a familiar object. Specifically, after a
recovery period of 90min, the exploration time of all stress groups
was similar to that of unstressed mice (one-way ANOVA,
F2,21 = 0.01, P= 0.99; Supplementary Figure 2a) and each group
explored two identical objects for equal durations during the
training phase (one-sample t-tests, all P>0.05; Supplementary
Figure 2b). However, when tested for memory of these objects 6 h
later, the discrimination index, reflecting differential object
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exploration while adjusting for potential differences in total
exploration duration, demonstrated overall group differences in
object recognition (F2,21 = 13.04, Po0.001). Post hoc comparisons
revealed that multimodal stress reduced DI compared with both
control- and restraint-stressed mice (all Po0.01; Figure 1b).
Although restraint alone tended to reduce DI, these mice were not

significantly worse than controls (P>0.05) and their object
recognition index was above chance (t7 = 8.7, Po0.001;
Figure 1b). As mentioned, the group of mice (n= 5) exposed to
the loud noise (rap music) alone for 5 h performed as well as the
non-stressed control group (Supplementary Figure 1). Together,
these memory tests in the restraint, loud noise and the

Figure 1. A multimodal stress impacted memory differently than a more discrete stress. (a) Mice exposed to five hours of restraint stress were
compared with those exposed to the same duration of a multimodal stress consisting of restraint, light, loud music and jostling. (b) During the
testing phase of the novel object recognition task, the Discrimination index (DI) demonstrated that mice exposed to multimodal stress failed
to distinguish the familiar object from a novel one. (c) Hormonal stress responses were comparable following restraint or multimodal stress.
The levels and trajectories of plasma corticosterone at several time points after a restraint or a multimodal stress were indistinguishable. This
was the case both at 1 h after the onset of stress, and at the 5-h time point (when stresses were terminated). n= 3–5 per group per time point.
(d) The total numbers of activated (Fos-ir) cells within the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus were similar following restraint or multimodal
stress, either 2 h from the onset of stress or at its termination (n= 3–5 per group per time point). (e) Photomicrographs showing typical Fos
staining within the PVN are quantified in d. Together, these data indicate that the two stress paradigms stimulate the neuroendocrine stress
response system to a similar degree, that is, they do not differ in overall intensity. * signifies compared with stress-free controls, # signifies
compared with restraint. 3v, third ventricle; f, fornix; PVN, paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus.
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multimodal stress groups demonstrate distinct impacts on
learning and memory of hours-long exposure to a combined,
multimodal stress as compared with more discrete (‘uni-modal’)
stresses. They suggest that the underlying neural circuits of
memory functions may be differentially impacted by a combined
vs single stress.

Stronger memory effects of multimodal stress are not associated
with differential stress or anxiety responses
Differences in memory between the two stress paradigms might
result if the multimodal paradigm simply elicited a much stronger
physiological or behavioral stress response. To test for a
potentially larger hormonal stress response following multimodal
stress, plasma levels of the stress hormone corticosterone were
measured at several time points following either stress, and the
pattern and trajectory of corticosterone levels were compared.
Restraint and multimodal stress elicited similar corticosterone
levels (Figure 1c), both at one hour after the onset of the stress
and at the 5 h time point when stress was terminated (all P>0.05),
suggesting that the two stress paradigms stimulated the
physiological stress response to a similar degree. Corticosterone
release is driven by the activation of corticotropin-releasing

hormone-expressing cells within the hypothalamic paraventricular
nucleus (PVN) and subsequent release of hypothalamic
corticotropin-releasing hormone and pituitary adrenocorticotropic
hormone. In line with the comparable plasma corticosterone
levels, the numbers of Fos-immunoreactive (ir) cells in PVN, either
two hours from the onset of stress39 or at its termination (Figures
1d and e), did not distinguish multimodal from unimodal stress
(restraint vs multimodal). These data indicate that the two forms
of stress stimulated physiological responses governed by the
neuroendocrine hypothalamic–pituitary adrenal stress system to a
comparable degree, and suggest that the two stress paradigms
did not differ appreciably in their overall intensity or magnitude.
In addition, to examine if the stress paradigms provoked

different levels of anxiety during the learning task, we analyzed
several independent measures of anxiety. First, exploration
durations during the training phase (90 min post-stress termina-
tion) did not differ appreciably between the restraint and
multimodal stresses (Supplementary Figure 2a). These findings
excluded anxiety-induced poor exploration as a source of the
memory defects. In addition, we examined locomotion in a large,
open-field arena. We assessed distance traveled and the classical
anxiety measures of the duration of time spent in the inner region
of the apparatus and the frequency of entries into the inner region

Figure 2. A differential loss of synapses in the hippocampus following restraint vs multimodal stress. (a) Diagramatic representation of the
analyzed sections: serial sections (20 μm) were collected from the dorsal hippocampus (commencing at 400 μm from the septal pole) and
ventral hippocampus at the coronal and horizontal plan, respectively, with intersection intervals of 100 μm. (b) Diagram illustrating the
location of regions analyzed for synapse and spine density. Boxed areas in the stratum radiatum of CA1, CA3 were imaged for the
deconvolution tomography analysis of PSD-95 (postsynaptic density protein 95)-ir puncta. *, hippocampal fissure. DG, dentate gyrus; SLM,
stratum lacunosum-moleculare; SO, stratum oriens; SP, stratum pyramidale; SR, stratum radiatum. (c) Illustration of combined methodologies
employed to establish that PSD-95 puncta are reasonable markers of dendritic spine heads (arrows). This is shown by confocal microscopy of
dendrite from a 3-month-old YFP-expressing mouse, subjected to immunohistochemistry for the synaptic marker. The thickness of the optical
section is 0.2 μm. (d) Quantification of the number of PSD-95-ir puncta as measures of excitatory synapses. Restraint stress resulted in a
modest reduction of PSD-95 in dorsal CA3, but not in ventral CA3 nor in dorsal or ventral CA1. In contrast, multimodal stress provoked a
robust loss of PSD-95-ir puncta in the CA3 area and a selective loss in the dorsal CA1, a hippocampal area implicated as crucial for long-term
memory (see McQuown et al.25). Scale bar, C, 1 μm. * signifies compared with stress-free controls, # signifies compared with restraint.
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(Supplementary Figure 3). There were no differences across stress
conditions in total distance traveled during the training phase that
followed the stresses, as well as the duration of time spent in the
inner region of the apparatus or the frequency of entries into the
inner region (one-way ANOVAs, main effect of stress: all P>0.05).
Although there was a main effect of stress on total exploration
time during the testing period (7.5 h after stress termina-
tion, F2,21 = 4.94, Po0.05), there was no difference between
the two stress groups (P>05; Supplementary Figure 2c). Thus,
hours-long multimodal and restraint stress did not lead to
differential levels of anxiety-like behavior when the animals
learned the task.

Greater memory impairment is associated with differential loss of
hippocampal excitatory synapses following multimodal versus
restraint stress
What might be the mechanisms underlying the more severe
memory impairment provoked by short multimodal stress?
Stress has been shown to influence the number of excitatory
synapses on dendritic spines already within hours26,40 in brain
regions including the hippocampus.34,41,42 A differential loss of

hippocampal synapses would be a plausible mechanism for the
effects of multimodal stress on memory.
We tested this hypothesis by quantifying PSD-95, a marker for

mature synapses, in hippocampal regions harboring the apical
dendrites of CA3 and CA1 pyramidal cells.28–30 We used wide-field
imaging followed by 3-dimensional deconvolution tomography, a
method enabling analysis of hundreds of thousands of
synapses.43,44 We sampled systematically dorsal (septal) and ventral
(temporal) hippocampus, and compared the effects of restraint and
multimodal stresses (Figures 2a and d). PSD-95 localized to the
heads of GFP-expressing dendritic spines of hippocampal pyramidal
neurons, (Figure 2c), so that counts of PSD-95 puncta provided a
measure of dendritic spines and synapses.31

There were significant differences in the effects of restraint and
multimodal stresses on overall hippocampal synaptic integrity,
which varied along the dorsoventral hippocampal axis. Restraint
stress reduced PSD-95-ir puncta only in the dorsal CA3 (Po0.05),
sparing the ventral CA3 synapses (P>0.05); restraint stress had no
significant effects on either the dorsal or the ventral CA1 synapses
(all P>0.05; Figure 2d). In contrast, multimodal stress provoked
spine loss throughout CA3 (dorsal: Po0.05; ventral: Po0.01;
Figure 2d). Remarkably, within hippocampal area CA1, synapse loss

Figure 3. Brain regions preferentially activated by the multimodal vs restraint stress. Within the central amygdala (a) and lateral-posterior
region of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (b), there were more Fos-ir cells following a 5 h multimodal compared with restraint stress. (c)
The lateral and the medial nuclei of the septum contained more Fos-ir cells following the restraint stress (note different scales for the two
subdivisions). (d) Hippocampal activation by restraint vs multimodal stress. Within the pyramidal cell layer and dentate gyrus, restraint or
multimodal stress led to similar numbers of Fos-ir cells. Of note, the pyramidal cell layers of the ventral hippocampus were activated to a much
greater degree than those in the dorsal hippocampus (Restraint: dorsal= 41.8± 4.3; ventral= 251.9± 28.1; t4= 7.39, Po0.001; multimodal:
dorsal= 56.2± 12.4; ventral= 287.4± 35.8; t8= 6.1, Po0.001). Activation of the dorsal dentate gyrus was suppressed by either stress. * signifies
compared with stress-free controls, # signifies compared with restraint. ac, anterior commissure; BLA, basolateral amygdala; BST, bed nucleus
of the stria terminalis; BSTlp, lateral-posterior BST; BSTlv, lateral-ventral BST; BSTma, medial-anterior BST; BSTmv, medial-ventral BST; CC, corpus
callosum; CEA, central amygdala; ec, external capsule; LS, lateral septum; LV, lateral ventricle; MS, medial septum.
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Figure 4. Patterns of network activation by restraint or multimodal stress. (a) Analysis of Fos expression throughout the brain revealed distinct
patterns of neural activation, summarized in the schematic. Although most regions were equally activated by restraint or multimodal stress,
differential patterns of activation were observed within central amygdala, BST and septum, suggesting that these regions may discriminate the
relative complexity of stress. (b) Measures of functional network connectivity differ following restraint or multimodal stress. Cross-correlation
matrices of regional Fos activation levels were generated for each stress condition (Restraint, top; multimodal, bottom). Pearson r-values are color
coded to reflect the direction and strength of each correlation, and significant correlations are indicated with an asterisk. These analyses revealed
that both stress paradigms resulted in significant pair-wise correlations in activity and that the patterns of these correlations were influenced by
stress complexity. (c) Focusing on the hippocampus, restraint stress led to strong correlations with the septum and thalamic paraventricular
nucleus (left), whereas the multimodal stress shifted functional connectivity measures of the hippocampus away from the septum/thalamus, and
increased correlations between hippocampus and amygdala and BST (right). Bold lines in (b) indicate significant correlations. BLA, basolateral
amygdala; BST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; CA, pyramidal cell layer of hippocampus; CEA, central amygdala; d CA, dorsal CA; DG, dentate
gyrus of hippocampus; d DG, dorsal DG; DMH, dorsomedial hypothalamus; EW, Edinger–Westphal nucleus; LH, lateral hypothalamus; LS, lateral
septum; MEA, medial amygdala; MS, medial septum; PAG, periaqueductal gray; PIT, pituitary gland; PVN, paraventricular nucleus of hypothalamus;
PVT, paraventricular thalamic nucleus; RN, raphe nucleus; Thal, thalamus; v CA, ventral CA; v DG, ventral DG; VMH, ventromedial hypothalamus.
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Table 1. Pearson correlation matrices for activation levels following restraint or multimodal stress

Correlations with hypothalamic periventricular nucleus
d CA1 d CA3 d DG v CA1 v CA3 v DG CEA BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.271
P = 0.659

r = 0.960*
P= 0.010

r = − 0.264
P= 0.668

r = 0.600
P= 0.284

r = 0.583
P= 0.303

r = 0.946*
P = 0.015

r = 0.674
P= 0.212

r = − 0.168
P=0.787

r = − 0.156
P= 0.802

r = 0.587
P= 0.299

r = 0.848
P= 0.070

r = 0.897*
P= 0.039

r = 0.895*
P = 0.040

Multimodal r =0.993*
P=0.001

r = 0.937*
P= 0.019

r = 0.750
P= 0.144

r = 0.796
P= 0.107

r = 0.923*
P= 0.025

r = 0.899*
P = 0.038

r = 0.722
P= 0.168

r =0.960*
P=0.010

r = − 0.471
P= 0.529

r = 0.856
P= 0.064

r = -0.047
P= 0.940

r = 0.689
P= 0.198

r = 0.789
P = 0.113

Correlations with dorsal CA1
d CA3 d DG v CA1 v CA3 v DG CEA BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.133
P= 0.832

r = − 0.031
P= 0.960

r = 0.015
P= 0.981

r = 0.062
P= 0.921

r = 0.561
P = 0.326

r = 0.541
P= 0.347

r =−0.253
P=0.682

r = 0.345
P= 0.569

r =− 0.296
P=0.629

r = 0.490
P= 0.402

r = 0.073
P= 0.908

r = 0.259
P = 0.674

Multimodal r = 0.952*
P= 0.013

r = 0.756
P= 0.139

r = 0.723
P= 0.167

r = 0.878
P= 0.050

r = 0.912*
P = 0.031

r = 0.636
P= 0.248

r =0.970*
P=0.006

r = − 0.258
P= 0.742

r =0.872
P=0.054

r = 0.054
P= 0.931

r = 0.771
P= 0.127

r = 0.768
P = 0.129

Correlations with dorsal CA3
d DG v CA1 v CA3 v DG CEA BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = − 0.418
P= 0.484

r = 0.703
P= 0.185

r = 0.644
P= 0.241

r = 0.860
P = 0.061

r = 0.484
P= 0.408

r =−0.074
P=0.905

r = − 0.392
P= 0.514

r = 0.787
P= 0.114

r = 0.891*
P= 0.043

r = 0.982*
P= 0.003

r = 0.943*
P = 0.016

Multimodal r = 0.767
P= 0.130

r = 0.584
P= 0.301

r = 0.877
P= 0.051

r = 0.935*
P = 0.020

r = 0.620
P= 0.264

r =0.965*
P=0.008

r = − 0.189
P= 0.811

r = 0.836
P= 0.078

r = 0.261
P= 0.672

r = 0.748
P= 0.146

r = 0.607
P = 0.278

Correlations with dorsal dentate gyrus
v CA1 v CA3 v DG CEA BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.034
P= 0.957

r = 0.200
P= 0.747

r = − 0.170
P = 0.784

r = 0.451
P= 0.446

r = 0.558
P= 0.328

r = 0.892*
P= 0.042

r =− 0.521
P=0.368

r = − 0.531
P= 0.357

r = − 0.567
P= 0.319

r = − 0.659
P = 0.227

Multimodal r = 0.591
P= 0.294

r = 0.721
P= 0.169

r = 0.503
P = 0.388

r = 0.483
P= 0.410

r = 0.626
P= 0.259

r = − 0.764
P= 0.236

r =0.967*
P=0.007

r = 0.010
P= 0.987

r = 0.510
P= 0.380

r = 0.826
P = 0.085

Correlations with ventral CA1
v CA3 v DG CEA BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.984*
P= 0.002

r = 0.556
P = 0.331

r = 0.444
P= 0.454

r = 0.646
P= 0.239

r = − 0.169
P= 0.786

r = 0.768
P= 0.129

r = 0.637
P= 0.248

r = 0.669
P= 0.217

r = 0.500
P = 0.391

Multimodal r = 0.864
P= 0.059

r = 0.540
P = 0.348

r = 0.892*
P= 0.042

r = 0.634
P= 0.251

r = − 0.755
P= 0.245

r = 0.637
P= 0.247

r = − 0.637
P= 0.247

r = − 0.631
P= 0.254

r = 0.835
P = 0.079

Correlations with ventral CA3
v DG CEA BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.566
P = 0.320

r = 0.559
P= 0.327

r = 0.694
P= 0.194

r = 0.010
P= 0.988

r = 0.650
P= 0.235

r = 0.569
P= 0.316

r = 0.569
P= 0.316

r = 0.409
P = 0.494

Multimodal r = 0.815
P = 0.093

r = 0.916*
P= 0.029

r = 0.965
P= 0.058

r = − 0.753
P= 0.247

r = 0.750
P= 0.144

r = − 0.192
P= 0.757

r = 0.392
P= 0.514

r = 0.703
P = 0.186

Correlations with ventral dentate gyrus
CEA BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.797
P= 0.106

r =−0.166
P=0.789

r = 0.032
P= 0.960

r = 0.397
P= 0.508

r = 0.874
P= 0.053

r = 0.776
P= 0.123

r = 0.824
P = 0.086

Multimodal r = 0.603
P= 0.282

r =0.984*
P=0.002

r = 0.295
P= 0.705

r = 0.633
P= 0.252

r = 0.264
P= 0.667

r = 0.750
P= 0.145

r = 0.446
P = 0.452

Correlations with central amygdala
BLA MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.116
P= 0.853

r = 0.607
P= 0.277

r = − 0.034
P= 0.956

r = 0.447
P= 0.450

r = 0.315
P= 0.606

r = 0.327
P = 0.591

Multimodal r = 0.638
P= 0.247

r = − 0.749
P= 0.251

r = 0.475
P= 0.419

r = − 0.469
P= 0.425

r = 0.015
P= 0.981

r = 0.558
P = 0.329

Correlations with basolateral amygdala
MEA BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.208
P= 0.737

r = 0.246
P= 0.690

r = − 0.130
P= 0.835

r = − 0.114
P= 0.856

r = − 0.334
P = 0.583

Multimodal r = 0.131
P= 0.869

r = 0.750
P= 0.144

r = 0.177
P= 0.775

r = 0.769
P= 0.128

r = 0.594
P = 0.291

Correlations with medial amygdala
BST LS MS PVT

Restraint r = − 0.732
P= 0.160

r = − 0.389
P= 0.518

r = − 0.559
P= 0.328

r = − 0.532
P = 0.357

Multimodal r = − 0.679
P= 0.321

r = 0.739
P= 0.261

r = 0.961
P= 0.039*

r = − 0.655
P = 0.345

Correlations with bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
LS MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.661
P= 0.224

r = 0.855
P= 0.065

r = 0.715
P = 0.174

Multimodal r = 0.030
P= 0.962

r = 0.675
P= 0.211

r = 0.880
P= 0.049*

Correlations with lateral septum
MS PVT

Restraint r = 0.895*
P= 0.040

r =0.932*
P=0.021

Multimodal r = 0.535
P= 0.353

r = −0.420
P=0.482

Correlations with medial septum
PVT

Restraint r = 0.964*
P = 0.008

Multimodal r = 0.438
P = 0.461

Abbreviations: BLA, basolateral amygdala; BST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; CA, pyramidal cell layer of hippocampus; CEA, central amygdala; d CA, dorsal
CA; DG, dentate gyrus of hippocampus; d DG, dorsal DG; DMH, dorsomedial hypothalamus; EW, Edinger–Westphal nucleus; LS, lateral septum; MEA, medial
amygdala; MS, medial septum; PVT, paraventricular thalamic nucleus; v CA, ventral CA; v DG, ventral DG. Pearson correlation values (r) and corresponding
P-valuesfor each of the correlations assessed. Total numbers of Fos-immunoreactive (Fos-ir) cells within each brain area were correlated with the numbers of
Fos-ir cells in each of the other areas of the brain. The resulting correlation values provide a proxy measure of the nature and strength of interactions between
brain regions during stress processing (that is, measures of functional connectivity). Significant correlations are indicated with an asterisk, and significant
differences in the r-values between stress conditions are bolded (Fisher’s r to z transformations).
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varied dramatically along the dorsoventral axis of the hippocam-
pus; multimodal stress reduced PSD-95 puncta counts drastically,
but only in the dorsal CA1 (Po0.001), a region crucial to normal
memory function,25 with preserved synapses within the ventral
CA1 (P>0.05). Of note, in the dorsal CA1, multimodal stress led to
significantly more synapse loss compared with restraint (Po0.05).

Unimodal and multimodal stresses of comparable magnitude lead
to distinct neuronal activation patterns
The data above suggest that the perception and processing within
the brain of multimodal and restraint stresses of similar magnitudes
might differ. Therefore, we employed Fos, a widely used marker, to
map neuronal activation throughout the brain after the two types
of stress.16,17,19,45 We analyzed Fos expression at the time point
when differential learning and memory effects of the two stress
paradigms were observed (end of the five-hour stress).
Analysis of Fos expression throughout the brain revealed that

most regions were similarly activated by restraint or multimodal
stress (Supplementary Table 1), consistent with the comparable
overall intensity of the two stresses. However, differential patterns
of activation were observed within key brain structures involved in
stress processing and memory networks. Specifically, within the
central amygdala nucleus (CEA) (F2,12 = 71.9, Po0.001) and lateral-
posterior region of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST)
(F2,12 = 10.4, P=0.002), there were more Fos-ir cells following
multimodal compared to restraint stress (Figures 3a and b;
Supplementary Table 1). The CEA is the principal output of the
amygdala, a region involved in emotional functions including
anxiety and fear,46 and BST is afferent to stress-sensitive
hypothalamic neurons.19,47 Interestingly, the opposite pattern was
observed in the lateral (F2,12 = 34.4, Po0.001) and medial
(F2,12 = 74.2, Po0.001) septum, where restraint stress led to higher
numbers of Fos-expressing cells than multimodal stress (Figure 3c;
Supplementary Table 1). The septum is a primary link from
hippocampus to both cortical and subcortical regions48 and may
gate sensory input to/from hippocampus, contributing to memory.
Restraint and multimodal stresses activated similar numbers of

cells within the hippocampal pyramidal cell layers (all P>0.05;
Figure 3d; Supplementary Table 1), suggesting that the hippo-
campus itself may not distinguish the complexity of stress. Fos-ir
neurons were strikingly more numerous in ventral compared with
dorsal hippocampal pyramidal cell layer of stressed mice
(Figure 3d; note different y axes). These findings are consistent
with the functional distinctions between dorsal and ventral
hippocampus,9 and the involvement of the latter in stress-
sensitive ‘emotional’ networks.49 Interestingly, Fos expression
within dentate gyrus, the origin of afferents to the CA3 pyramidal
cells appeared to be suppressed by both stresses (F2,12 = 6.7,
P= 0.011; Figure 3d).

Measures of functional connectivity of the hippocampus differ
after restraint versus multimodal stress
The initial analysis of Fos expression described above established
the general patterns of neuronal activation across stress-activated
and information-processing circuits (Figure 4a). However, these
data did not provide information about interactions among these
regions. Indeed, rather than working independently, these
structures are organized into functional networks50 that interact
and contribute to the perception and processing of sensory input
and subsequent emotional, behavioral and neurohormonal
responses to stress.51,52 We employed Pearson cross-correlation
matrices of regional Fos activation as surrogate parameters for
functional connectivity among selected brain regions (Table 1).53

Pair-wise correlation values between two regions (ranging from
− 1 to 1) provided an index of the strength and nature of
interactions among them in response to either multimodal or
restraint stresses.

Both multimodal and restraint stress resulted in several
significant pair-wise correlations of activation throughout brain
structures as would be expected in a functional network
(Figure 4b; Table 1). However, the patterns of these correlations,
and in particular the significant correlations of the hippocampus,
were influenced by the complexity of the stress. Following
restraint stress, hippocampal activation was strongly correlated
to activation within septum and the paraventricular region of the
thalamus (PVT) (Figure 4b, top; 4c, left). Following multimodal
stress of comparable duration and magnitude, the pattern of
hippocampal connectivity shifted, reducing correlations with
septum and PVT, and increasing correlation among hippocampus,
amygdala and BST (Figure 4b, bottom; 4c, right). This shift in
measures of functional connectivity was supported by directly
comparing Pearson coefficients between the stress conditions
(Table 1). These results suggest that hippocampal network-
connectivity patterns distinguish between the two forms of stress.

DISCUSSION
The principal findings of this study are (a) hours-long, multimodal
stress provokes severe memory problems compared with restraint
or to loud, unpredictable noise stress of comparable duration and
hypothalamic–pituitary adrenal stress system axis stimulation; (b)
the memory defects may be partially explained by the greater loss
of synapses in hippocampus, and particularly in dorsal hippo-
campal CA1, following multimodal stress; (c) Fos mapping
demonstrates that the brain distinguishes a stress that combines
multiple components from a more discrete restraint stress.
Together, these data indicate that the immediate effects of short
stress on cognitive function are influenced by the complexity of
the stress: combined psychological, social and physical stress
lasting merely hours may lead to unexpectedly severe memory
defects, with important implications to the function of individuals
experiencing emotional trauma together with physical or social
duress. The findings are also important to our understanding of
stress-related disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder,
where memory processes are deranged.

More severe memory problems follow hours-long multimodal vs
restraint stress
Because of the prevalence of stress, its effects on cognitive
function including memory have been extensively studied.54–57 A
major body of work has demonstrated the importance of stress
duration. In general, acute stress, lasting seconds to minutes,
enhances learning and memory.58–65 By contrast, chronic stress,
lasting weeks, generally impairs these processes.3,5,66–71 In
addition, distinct effects of specific modalities of stress (physical
or psychological) have been well studied.19,20,35,72,73

Given that many stressful experiences are not unitary or
discrete, this study sought to understand the effects of multiple
concurrent stresses, and to determine whether the effects on the
brain are distinguishable from those following single stress of
similar intensity. We chose a duration of hours, because many
stressful episodes may last hours rather than seconds or weeks,
and are thus neither acute (minutes) nor chronic (days/weeks).
Surprisingly, we found highly divergent effects of the multimodal
compared with less complex stresses such as restraint or loud
unpredictable noise on memory: these had only modest effects on
object memory, whereas an equal duration of the multimodal
stress abrogated object recognition.

Differential loss of hippocampal apical dendritic synapses may
underlie impairment of memory after multimodal versus unimodal
stress
Because general measures of the severity of the two stresses,
including a time-course of plasma corticosterone and activation of
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stress-integrating centers in the PVN,73 did not differ appreciably
(Figure 1), we examined alternative sources for the profound
differential effects of these stresses on memory. We found
major distinctions between multimodal and unimodal stress on
excitatory synapses in hippocampal areas CA3 and CA1.
Notably, the overall degree of synapse loss was far greater after
the multimodal stress. There were also important variations
between CA regions, as well as the dorsal-ventral plane of the
hippocampus. Indeed, synaptic loss following restraint stress was
mild, consistent with modest memory defects observed after this
stress (Figure 1) and was confined to dorsal CA3 neurons,
which are known to have high sensitivity to stress.2,23,74

In response to the combined stress, synaptic loss spread
throughout the CA3 (dorsal and ventral) and into the dorsal
CA1, leaving ventral CA1 intact.
These data seem to suggest a progressive loss of synapses from

CA3 to CA1, corresponding with increased stress complexity.
Interestingly, these data are in line with the greater role of memory
functions subserved by dorsal hippocampus, and in particular by
CA1 region25,75 and suggest that synapses within these circuits are
specifically targeted in mice exposed to multimodal stress. This
differential loss of dorsal CA1 synapses may lead to disrupted
function of the memory networks associated with dorsal
hippocampus.9,15

The current findings are congruent with previous studies
showing that stress can influence the number of synapses already
within hours40,55 in brain regions including the hippocam-
pus.26,34,42 Neurotransmitters, including norepinephrine,76–78

serotonin79–81 and glutamate,82,83 as well as stress-induced release
of neuropeptides26,34,84,85 and steroids,86–88 can influence synapse
number and function. Building on the existing body of informa-
tion, the current findings suggest that rapid, stress-induced
changes in the structure and function of synapses may provide
a mechanism for fine-tuning of specific neuronal networks in
response to ever-changing environmental conditions.2 Indeed,
selective loss of synapses in networks involved in memory may
serve an adaptive role, attenuating memories of severe, adverse
experiences.

The differential impairment of memory after multimodal vs
unimodal stress is accompanied by a differential pattern of
regional neuronal activation
Clues into the distinct brain responses that may explain the higher
impact on memory of multimodal compared with restraint stress
emerge from the activation patterns of specific brain regions and
the measures of their interconnectivity. Expression of the
immediate early-gene c-fos provides a useful tool to examine
activation of neurons and identify brain regions recruited by
stress.45,89,90 Indeed, various models of stress have been shown to
activate neurons throughout the brain, including hypothalamus,
amygdala, hippocampus and cortex.72,90–95 Much of this work has
categorized different forms of stress (physical, psychological,
social) and has identified distinct and partially overlapping circuits
recruited by different stress modalities.16,18–20,35,96,97

Here, Fos mapping revealed distinctive activation of specific
neuronal populations and networks by a multimodal compared
with a more discrete stress. Within the amygdala, we found higher
levels of Fos expression in the CEA after the multimodal vs
restraint stress. The CEA is rich in stress hormones and their
receptors,98–101 and contributes to processing of stress
signals.102–104 Functionally, CEA has been implicated in learning
and expression of fear responses,105–107 as well as the expression
of stress-induced anxiety behaviors.108–113 As the major outflow of
the amygdala complex,46 higher activation of CEA might indicate
a convergence of the several stressful components inherent in the
multimodal stress and a potential for overwhelming of emotional
processing/stress-coping pathways.

In the hippocampal formation, a key region involved in
memory,7,32,37 we found specific changes of Fos expression in
both afferent structures and outflow targets. First, stress of both
types reduced activity in the dentate gyrus, considered a gateway
to the hippocampus proper,11 suggesting that sensory signals to
the hippocampus may be gated or filtered during either stress. In
addition, both types of stress activated ventral pyramidal cells to a
much larger degree than dorsal hippocampus counterparts. It is
interesting to speculate about the function of hippocampal
neuron activation by stress: like every experience, stressful
experiences are accompanied by learning. It is conceivable that
the type of learning evoked by the restraint vs multimodal stress
might differ, as a larger number of hippocampal pyramidal cell-
layer neurons were activated by the latter.
Here, we employed Fos mapping, a powerful tool for delinea-

ting stress-induced neural activation. There are known limitations
to this technique.89,90,114 Most notably the fact that not all cell
types express the gene product, and thus the absence of Fos does
not necessarily mean a cell was not activated or involved in stress
processing. Therefore, there has been a need to validate this
method, and other immediate early gene products have been
used to map stress responses; in many, but not all, of these studies
there is considerable overlap in activated areas.90,114 In the con-
text of hours-long stress, we have previously examined pCREB
activation115 and found that although the distribution of activated
cells was similar to that labeled by Fos, pCREB activation followed
a rapid and transient time-course which is not optimal for the
hours-long stress models employed here. More recently, the
activity-regulated cytoskeletal-associated protein (Arc) has
emerged as an alternative tool to examine activity-dependent
transcription, with particular relevance for mechanisms of plasti-
city. However, Arc has a much more restricted pattern of
expression than Fos in response to stress: Arc appears to be
expressed primarily within telencephalic areas116 and is therefore
problematic for mapping global network patterns of activation,
including hypothalamic and midbrain structures. Arc might be an
interesting future target of studies in the context of hippocampal
plasticity following multimodal stress.

Multimodal and unimodal stress influence dorsal and ventral
hippocampal connectivity differentially
Distinct functions and connectivity of ventral versus dorsal
hippocampus are being increasingly recognized.9 Dorsal hippo-
campus in the rodent, and primarily CA1, has emerged as the
principal location of memory encoding and processing, whereas
ventral hippocampus contributes to a network involved in salience
and emotionality.9,10,25,117 These ideas are in line with the differing
connectivity of hippocampal subregions: dorsal hippocampus
primarily projects to cortical structures, whereas outflow from
ventral hippocampus targets subcortical regions including amyg-
dala and hypothalamus.9,11,13 In addition, stress and glucocorti-
coids affect synaptic plasticity differentially along the hippo-
campal dorsoventral axis, impairing long-term potentiation in
dorsal hippocampus, but enhancing this process in ventral
hippocampus.15,49,118 The current results further support the
distinct roles of dorsal and ventral hippocampus and indicate
that multimodal stress may influence them selectively in a manner
unique from that of restraint stress.
Specifically, restraint stress enhanced functional connectivity of

hippocampus to septum and to the PVT. The dorsal hippocampus-
septal network contributes to cognitive functions,119,120 and PVT is
considered a ‘stress memory’ center.22 Thus, the restraint effects
may reflect processes of memory designed to aid in coping with
future stress. In contrast, multimodal stress reduced correlation of
hippocampus and septum and increased significantly correlations
with amygdala and BST. Amygdala-hippocampal networks,
mediated primarily via ventral hippocampal pathways, have been
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strongly implicated in emotional responses to stress, including
pathological anxiety and stress-related disorders.104,121 Hence,
these changes may reflect reduced ability for objective memory
and increased emotional salience of the stress.103 Previous animal
studies have shown that stress can alter relative activation
patterns within the limbic system,122 as well as modulate the
nature of interactions among brain regions.123,124 Similar shifts in
functional connectivity have also been observed in humans in
response to emotionally salient stimuli.77,125

Overall, these data indicate that increased stress complexity
causes a shift in network connectivity from cognitive processing of
basic sensory input toward emotional and stress-coping circuits.
Functional connectivity results from activity of synapses, and is
hence modulated by the number of synapses and the robustness
of their function.126,127 The current studies find both an apparent
connectivity shift towards ventral hippocampus and a preferential
loss of synapses in dorsal-hippocampus pyramidal cells, a fact that
will lessen dorsal-hippocampus septum connections while main-
taining ventral-hippocampus amygdala connectivity (Supplemen-
tary Figure 4). Although the precise causal relationships of these
two phenomena are not fully clear at this point, both of these
processes might contribute to the augmented memory impair-
ment following short, multimodal stress.
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